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Last year, Zero Waste-a group dedicated to pro
moting environmental practices- led an initiative to 
pass a Zero Waste proposal in MissoUla. This move
ment sought to improve Missoula's role in environ
mental preservation by reducing our city's waste 
significantly by 2020. After successfully passing this 
proposition, a local high school student began work 
on a similar project aimed at Missoula Schools. 

Ian Knight, who in addition to being an avid 
member ofHellgate High School's environmental 
group S.A.V.E., is the one who began this project 
in the fall of last year; the movement was originally 
conceived to fulfill a community service require
ment. Knight, now a senior was tasked with complet-
ing an act of community service after being a recipient 
oftheAmerican Youth Leadership Program which 
provided him with a trip to Thailand. 

"As my community service project for the trip, I took 
on the Zero Waste ·initiative which was environmentally 
focused based off the projects I did in Thailand. When we 
were there, we did many environmentally focused projects 
in, the country," Knight explained. 

However, the initiative quickly grew into something 
worth sharing and was therefore brought to the attention of 

Zero Waste. With the help Zero Waste and one of its lead
ing members, Jeremy Drake, Knight was inspired to more 
closely model his school proposal after the movement that 
was recently passed in the city. · 

The goals of the proposition were clear: to .ban styro
foam across the district, establish recycling programs at 
MCPS schools, and encourage environmental mindedness 

in students from a young age. From the start of the pro
cess, Knight wanted to make sure that the proposal was a 
compromise rather than a demand. 

"The biggest part of the presentation was trying to 
make it a collaborative effort. I didn't want it to be what 
you usually see where there's a separation between the 
student body and the administration which leads to very 
little getting done," he said. 

After drafting a proposal, Zero Waste attended a 
school board meeting where Knight, Drake, and several 

Current styrofoam containers in Hellgate cafeteria. 
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others presented their initiative. During and following the 
meeting, Zero Waste received feedback regarding their 
campaign; while several aspects of the proposal were 
deemed nonsensical for the present, the primary intention 
of the movement, the styrofoam ban, was praised. 

"While they want to go forth with the entire Zero Waste 
plan, there's only so much they can do, especially because 

· budget constraints with the current remodels happening 
across the district. The largest portion was just trying to 
come into a sorta middle ground," Knight elaborated. 

They were then tasked with making the plan for the 
school district more closely resemble that of the city 
initiative. In the summer of this year, Superintendent 

. Mark Thane announced that the district planned to phase 
out styrofoam containers -following the depletion of 

· their current stock- in place of compostable containers. 
"While there's a long ways to go, this is a wonderful start 
to a Zero Waste proposal for the school district," Knight 
said. 

Thane said that this new shift was largely due to the 
work and ambition of Zero Waste and it's proposition. 
These new containers are expected to begin appearing 
later this year, making this collaboration a commendable 
example of how communities can have a positive impact 
on their schools, town, and planet. 
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